
EHR Data Conversion, Migration 
and Archiving

Our Care Connectivity Platform includes tools and services that provide several options to meet your data 
conversion needs and constraints.

Our Data Conversion Service

ÁÁ We work with your team 
to determine which data 
needs to be extracted, 
converted or archived. 
Some examples include: 

Á· Demographics 
Á· Appointments 
Á· Insurance
Á· Patient Balances
Á· Allergies
Á· Medications
Á· Problem List 
Á· Histories
Á· Vitals
Á· Immunizations
Á· Lab Results
Á· Scanned Documents
Á· Visit Notes
Á· and more.... 

ÁÁ Our data conversion team 
can extract data from your 
old system/s, cleanse and 
convert that data to meet 
the requirements of the 
new system and populate the new EHR system with the data. We can convert both the PM and EHR data, just PM 
or EHR, or partial conversions taking only selected data from the old systems and converting into the new system. 
We can also convert from or to multiple systems.

ÁÁ Our ONC certified Interface Engine can be used to receive data from source EHR systems in any format and 
reformat the data into messages that can be accepted by the destination EHR such as CCDA, and others. 

ÁÁ Our CareFinity solution can be used as an archive for EHR data from your old system allowing you to retire your 
old EHR, reduce software support costs and still have easy access to all your patient charts. 

ÁÁ We will be happy to work with you to determine the best options for your data conversion needs. 
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Convert and Migrate Data with Peace of Mind

EHR conversions and data migrations are critical during mergers, 
acquisitions, and other transitions.

Moving from one EHR system to another can be a complex endeavor. We make it easy on your team and do the 
heavy lifting so your team can focus on your new system and delivering patient care.

3 Common Data Conversion Scenarios
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At eMedApps we understand the importance of data conversions. Our experience, knowledge of EHR’s and technical 
expertise allows us to do things that others say are impossible. Other companies offer data conversion services that 
require you to do more work, to spend more money and to get less than desired results. We go the extra mile and 
make the process worry free for your team!


